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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

PRODUCT DETAILS:

FPS46 HYBRID DEPLOYMENT BAG

An identical but cost-effective version of the FOR46 available in black, red, or yellow only.  Our largest duffel bag and the one that started it all as the 
original replacement to the green duffel bag. With over 60,000 sold and still in service around the world, there is plenty of room for a lengthy 
deployment or a giant family adventure.  The Hybrid expands to the task at hand protecting your gear and keeping you on the move.

Dimensions:   32” L x 18” Dia, (81cm L x 46cm Dia)

(Expanded): 40” L x 18” Dia, (102cm L x 46cm Dia)

Capacity:  Over 8143 Cubic Inches (133 liters) 10178 Expanded), 166 liters

Weight:  6 lbs., (2.7kg) empty

Colors available:  Black, Red, Yellow



PRODUCT FEATURES:

PRODUCT SPECS:

For more information on this product visit: 

Contact Frank Arellanes for group purchasing information at: frank@forceprotector.com (c) 818-403-9464

✓ 1000D Cordura

✓ 400D Cordura

✓ Ballistic Nylon

✓ 360° Closed Cell Foam Padding System 

✓ Polyester Mesh

✓ YKK Zippers

✓ Military grade: Hardware, Binding Tapes, Hook and 
Loop, and thread

http://bit.ly/2vAtP3T

✓ Ergonomic and removable shoulder straps allow for a comfortable carry

✓ 360° Closed Cell Foam Padding System protects your gear and supports the bag

✓ Mesh Lid Pockets keep little things sorted

✓ Large Laundry Pocket keeps the "nasties" separated

✓ Ballistic Nylon bottom handles the toughest conditions

✓ Extendable End Pocket adds another 8" and over 2000 ci of storage

✓ Side cinching straps keep the load tight

✓ Single row of webbing loops provides additional attachment and anchoring 
points

✓ Re-enforced heavy-duty end handles

✓ All zippers have 550 Para Cord pulls

✓ TAA Compliant

✓ Lifetime Manufacturer's Warranty

mailto:frank@forceprotector.com
http://bit.ly/2vAtP3T

